
TIBETAN CARPETS
Handwoven in Nepal using the traditional �Tibetan knot.� 100 knot per square inch carpets are
woven of luxurious Tibetan wools which have high lanolin content because of the high altitude. 60
and 80 knot carpets are woven from a mix of Tibetan and New Zealand wools. We offer a wide
variety of classic designs. Please view our selection online: www.dharmaware.com

Tiger Carpets
100 knots per sq. inch
100% Tibetan wool
8" x 60" .....................................$250
3' x 6' ........................................$425
4' x 6.5' .....................................$700

DOOR HANGING
The eight auspicious symbols
(tashi tag -gyay) printed on cotton
w/multi-colored ruffles 37" x 78"
Blueonwhite lightweightcotton .....$24
Redonyellow cotton (asshown) .....$35

Dragon Carpet
60 knots per sq. inch
a rich blend of Tibetan
and New Zealand wools
36" x 36" ..............$225

MASKS
(read clockwise from the bottom)
Mahakala clay Bhutan 3 ½" x 4" ........$24
Bhairab cottonmaché Nepal 6½" x 6" ......$25
Tara cotton maché Nepal 13" x 16" .......$85

black and white (as shown) or yellow
7" x 9 ½" ............$30

Tashi Tag-gyay Wall Plaque
The eight auspicious symbols.
Wood, painted in Nepal with bright
enamels. 9" x 16" ............$54



PRAYER BANNERS
These colorful banners, when hung
outside, bestow blessings on the
environment, sending prayers on
the wind for the benefit of all
sentient beings. Woodblock prints
on cotton, each flag portrays a deity
or auspicious symbols and mantra.
Set of the five primary colors.
Guru Rinpoche, White Tara
or Wind Horse ( lung-ta)
Set of five 8 foot banners ................$45

PRAYER FLAGS
Each set contains five 13 ½" x 18 ½" flags in the 5 primary colors.
Please specify: Guru Rinpoche, White Tara, Wind Horse or Amitayus
1setunstrung .....................................................................................$7
1 set strung on 18 ft. of five color cord ............................................ $10
3 sets of five Guru Rinpoche, White Tara and Wind Horse

strung on 30 ft. of cord .............................................$20
5 sets of five 2 Guru Rinpoche, 2 White Tara and 1 Wind Horse

strung on 42 ft. of cord .............................................$35

TIBETAN FLAG
Poly/cotton applique 36" x 48" ..$54

YOGA MAT
�sticky mat�
Amethyst 24" x 72" ............$28

ZAFUS AND ZABUTONS
Traditional Japanese sitting cushions.
Zafu Cotton/poly cover with carrying handle, firmly
stuffed with kapok and available in black, maroon, red,
orange, purple, blue, green 14" x 9" .......................$50
Zabuton Cotton/poly cover over cotton batting in same
colors as zafus 31" x 26" x 4" .......................................$80

SEIZA BENCH
An excellent meditation aid for anyone who experiences
knee or lower back pain when sitting for extended
periods of time. Handmade of beautiful oak.
Regular 18" x 6½" x height 8" back 7" front ..............$40
Folding legs 18" x 7" x height 8" back 7" front ..........$48
SEIFU
The world's first fully adjustable meditation cushion,
which combines the benefits of the Seiza Bench and
the Zafu. It's two internal compression straps make it
adjustable from 3" to 15".
Available in black, red or violet cotton twill ............... $95
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